The success and proliferation of the Semantic Web depends heavily on construction of Web ontologies. However, classical ontology construction approaches are not sufficient for handling imprecise and uncertain information that is commonly found in many application domains. Therefore, great efforts on construction of fuzzy ontologies have been made in recent years. In this paper, we propose a formal approach and develop an automated tool for constructing fuzzy ontologies from fuzzy UML models. Firstly, we propose formalization methods of fuzzy UML models and fuzzy ontologies, where fuzzy UML models and fuzzy ontologies can be represented and interpreted by their respective formal definitions and semantic interpretation methods. Then, we propose an approach for constructing fuzzy ontologies from fuzzy UML models, i.e., transforming fuzzy UML models (including the structure and instance information of fuzzy UML models) into fuzzy ontologies. Furthermore, following the proposed approach, we implement a prototype transformation tool called FUML2FOnto that can construct fuzzy ontologies from fuzzy UML models. Constructing fuzzy ontologies from fuzzy UML models will facilitate the development of Web ontologies. Moreover, in order to show that the constructed fuzzy ontologies may be useful for reasoning on fuzzy UML models, we investigate how to reason on fuzzy UML models based on the constructed fuzzy ontologies, and it turns out that the reasoning tasks of fuzzy UML models can be checked by means of the reasoning mechanism of fuzzy ontologies.
Introduction
The Semantic Web aims at creating ontology-based and machine-processable Web content, and thus the success and proliferation of the Semantic Web depends largely on construction of Web ontologies 1, 2, 3 . On this basis, many approaches and tools have been developed to construct ontologies from various data resources such as texts, dictionaries, XML documents, and database models (see Ref. 4 for an overview). Among these kinds of data resources, constructing ontologies from database models (e.g., ER model 5 database model 7 ) has attracted considerable attention because of the wide utilization of database models in information modeling and management 8 . In particular,
the Unified Modeling Language (UML) 9 ,10 has become a de facto industry standard for modeling applications in data and software engineering communities. Many data sources have been modeled in UML, in which abundant domain knowledge has been specified. Thus it is not surprising that constructing ontologies from UML models 6, 11, 12, 13, 14 , which are helpful to the development of Web ontologies. However, the classical ontologies and ontology construction approaches as mentioned above were not sufficient for handling imprecise and uncertain information that is commonly found in various application domains such as databases, information systems, and the Semantic Web 15, 16, 17 . In order to provide the necessary means to handle imprecise and uncertain information in the Semantic Web there are today many proposals for fuzzy extensions to ontologies 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 . Also, how to construct fuzzy ontologies has increasingly attracted attention and several strategies for constructing fuzzy ontologies were proposed in 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31 . Being similar to the requirement of handling imprecise and uncertain information in the context of the Semantic Web, the incorporation of imprecise and uncertain information in UML models has been an important topic of data modeling research because such information extensively exists in many real-world applications. Consequently, fuzzy UML models were widely investigated for modeling imprecise and uncertain information 32, 33, 34, 35 . The detailed introduction about fuzzy UML models, fuzzy ontologies, and construction of fuzzy ontologies can be found in Section 6 of this paper.
Therefore, with the requirement of constructing fuzzy ontologies and the appearance of fuzzy UML models, it is possible and meaningful to construct fuzzy ontologies from fuzzy UML models. On one hand, being similar to the construction of ontologies from UML models, constructing fuzzy ontologies from fuzzy UML models will facilitate fuzzy ontology development in the Semantic Web. On the other hand, it is possible to make use of fuzzy ontology techniques to reason on fuzzy UML models on the basis of the constructing work. The current-day fuzzy UML models still suffer from some deficiencies such as inconsistency and complexity, which may result in a degradation of the quality of the design and/or increased development times and costs. Hence, during the design phase, it would be highly desirable to improve the ability of reasoning on fuzzy UML models. Constructing fuzzy ontologies from fuzzy UML models makes it possible that the reasoning tasks of fuzzy UML models (such as whether a fuzzy class is the subclass of another fuzzy class, or whether there is redundancy in a fuzzy UML model) can be detected automatically through the reasoning mechanism of fuzzy ontologies in stead of being checked by hand. However, less research has been done in constructing fuzzy ontologies from fuzzy UML models.
To this end, in this paper we propose a complete formal approach and develop an automated tool for constructing fuzzy ontologies from fuzzy UML models. Additionally, we investigate how to reason on fuzzy UML models based on the constructed fuzzy ontologies. In brief, the paper makes the following main contributions:
• How to formalize fuzzy UML models and fuzzy ontologies? In order to establish the precise correspondences between fuzzy UML models and fuzzy ontologies, in Section 3, we propose formalization methods of fuzzy UML models and fuzzy ontologies, where fuzzy UML models and fuzzy ontologies can be represented and interpreted by their respective formal definitions and semantic interpretation methods.
• How to construct fuzzy ontologies from fuzzy UML models? In Section 4, we propose a formal approach and develop an automated tool for constructing fuzzy ontologies from fuzzy UML models, including: (i) transforming a fuzzy UML model into fuzzy ontology structure at conceptual level; (ii) transforming a set of object instances (w.r.t. the fuzzy UML model) into fuzzy ontology instance (w.r.t. the fuzzy ontology structure) at instance level. The fuzzy ontology structure and instance form a target fuzzy ontology; (iii) implementing a prototype transformation tool called FUML2FOnto that can automatically construct fuzzy ontologies from fuzzy UML models.
• How to reason on fuzzy UML models based on the constructed fuzzy ontologies? To demonstrate the constructed fuzzy ontologies may be useful for reasoning on fuzzy UML models, in Section 5, we investigate how to reason on fuzzy UML models based on the constructed fuzzy ontologies, and it turns out that reasoning tasks of fuzzy UML models (e.g., consistency, satisfiability, subsumption, and redundancy) can be checked by means of the reasoning mechanism of fuzzy ontologies. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some preliminaries on fuzzy UML models and fuzzy ontologies. Section 3 gives formal definitions and semantic interpretation methods of fuzzy UML models and fuzzy ontologies. Section 4 proposes an approach and implements a prototype tool for constructing fuzzy ontologies from fuzzy UML models. How to reason on fuzzy UML models with the constructed fuzzy ontologies is investigated in Section 5. Section 6 introduces related work. Section 7 shows conclusions and the future work.
Preliminaries on Fuzzy UML Models and Fuzzy Ontologies
In this section, some preliminaries on fuzzy UML models and fuzzy ontologies are recalled briefly. Before that we first introduce some basic knowledge concerning fuzzy sets and possibility distributions.
Fuzzy sets and possibility distributions
In real-world applications, information is often imprecise and uncertain. The imprecision is relevant to the content of an attribute value, and it means that a choice must be made from a given range (interval or set) of values but we do not know exactly which one to choose at present, and the uncertainty is related to the degree of truth of its attribute value, and it means that we can apportion some, but not all, of our belief to a given value or a group of values, for example, a set, say {0.7/18, 0.95/19, 0.98/20, 0.85/21} for the age of Michael, which contains information imprecision (the age may be 18, 19, 20 , or 21 and we do not know which one is true) and uncertainty (the degrees of truth of all possible age values are respectively 0.7, 0.95, 0.98, and 0.85) simultaneously. In order to deal with imprecise and uncertain information, the fuzzy set theory 36 addressed by Zadeh has been identified as a successful technique for modeling the imprecise and uncertain information in various application domains such as databases, information systems, and the Semantic Web 15, 16, 17 .
A fuzzy set F with respect to a universe of discourse U is characterized by a membership function µ F : U → [0, 1], assigning a membership degree μ F (u) to each u ∈ U. Membership function μ F (u) provides a measure of the degree of the belonging of u to F. For example, μ F (u) = 0.8 means that u is "likely" to be an element of F by a degree of 0.8. For ease of representation, a fuzzy set F over universe U is organized into a set of ordered pairs: F = {u 1 /μ F (u 1 ), u 2 /μ F (u 2 ),…, u n /μ F (u n )} When µ F (u) is explained to be a measure of the possibility that a variable X has the value u, where X takes values in U, a fuzzy value is described by a possibility distribution π X 37 :
π X = {u 1 /π X (u 1 ), u 2 /π X (u 2 ),…, u n /π X (u n )} Here, π X (u i ), u i ∈ U, denotes the possibility that X = u i is true. A fuzzy set is a representation of a concept while possibility distribution relates with the possibility of occurring a value within a distribution. Let π X and F be the possibility distribution representation and the fuzzy set representation for a fuzzy value, respectively. It is clear that as soon as we assume that X is F then π X = F is true 37 . By means of fuzzy sets and possibility distributions, a fuzzy value on U can be characterized by a fuzzy set or a possibility distribution in U.
For more concepts and operations about fuzzy sets and possibility distributions, please refer to Refs. 36, 37.
Fuzzy UML Models
The fuzzy UML model is a fuzzy extension of UML model based on fuzzy set and possibility distribution theory. Based on Refs. 30, 32, 33, 34, 35, 38 , and 39, in the following we introduce some basic notions of fuzzy UML models, including fuzzy class, fuzzy generalization, fuzzy aggregation, fuzzy dependency, and fuzzy association, where both of the structural and dynamic aspects of fuzzy UML models are considered.
Fuzzy Class
An object, which is an entity of the real world, is fuzzy because of a lack of information. Formally, objects that have at least one attribute whose value is a fuzzy set are fuzzy objects. The objects with the same structure and behavior are grouped into a class, and classes are organized into hierarchies. Theoretically, a class can be considered from two different viewpoints:
• An extensional class, where the class is defined by a list of its object instances; • An intensional class, where the class is defined by a set of attributes and their admissible values. In a fuzzy UML model, a class is fuzzy because of the following several reasons:
• A class is extensionally defined, where some objects with similar properties are fuzzy ones. The class defined by these objects may be fuzzy, and these objects belong to the class with degree of [0, 1].
• When a class is intensionally defined, the domains of some attributes may be fuzzy, and thus a fuzzy class is formed.
• The subclass produced by a fuzzy class by means of specialization, and the superclass produced by some classes (in which there is at least one class who is fuzzy) by means of generalization, are fuzzy. Fig. 1 Fig. 1 means that each object instance of the class Old-Employee has at least one email, and possibly more.
• The method IsDepartment( ):String denotes the dynamic aspect of fuzzy UML models. It returns a possibility distribution value {Department/u i } denoting that an Old-Employee works in the Department with degree u i ∈ [0, 1]. The type of the parameter is null.
• An additional attribute u ∈ [0, 1] in the class is defined for representing the object instance membership degree to the class.
The concept of generalization is one of the basic building blocks of the fuzzy UML model. A generalization is a taxonomic relationship between a more general classifier named superclass and a more specific classifier named subclass. The subclass is produced from the superclass by means of inheriting all attributes and methods of the superclass, overriding some attributes and methods of the superclass, and defining some attributes and methods.
A class produced from a fuzzy class must be fuzzy. If the former is still called subclass and the latter superclass, the subclass/superclass relationship is fuzzy. If a fuzzy class is a subclass of another fuzzy class, for any object, say o, let the membership degree that it belongs to the subclass, say B, be u B (o) and the membership degree that it belongs to the superclass, say
. This characteristic can be used to determine if two classes have a subclass/superclass relationship.
Several generalizations can be grouped together to form a class hierarchy as shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 2 shows a fuzzy generalization relationship, where a dashed triangular arrowhead is used to represent a fuzzy generalization relationship. The disjointness and completeness constraints, which are optional, can be enforced on a class hierarchy. The disjointness means that all the specific classes are mutually disjoint, and completeness means that the union of the more specific classes completely covers the more general class. That is, the union of object instances of several subclasses completely covers the object instances of the superclass, and the membership degree that any object belongs to the subclass must be less than or equal to the membership degree that it belongs to the superclass. 
, …, and (o↓ Cn ) ∈ C n . A class aggregated from fuzzy constituent parts must be fuzzy. For any object, say o, let the membership degree that it belongs to the aggregate, say C, be u C (o). Also, let the projection of o to the constituent parts, say C 1 , C 2 , …, C n , be o↓ C1 , o↓ C2 , …, o↓ Cn . Let the membership degrees that these projections belong to C 1 ,
.., and u C (o) ≤ u Cn (o↓ Cn ). This characteristic can be used to determine if several classes have a fuzzy aggregation relationship. Fig. 3 shows a fuzzy aggregation relationship, where a dashed open diamond is used to denote a fuzzy aggregation relationship. Here:
• The class New CPU box is a fuzzy class, and thus the class New-Computer aggregated by Monitor, New CPU box, and Keyboard is also fuzzy.
• The multiplicity [m i , n i ] specifies that each instance of the aggregate class consists of at least m i and at most n i instances of the i-th constituent class. For example, a New-Computer may contain at least one Monitor, and possibly more.
Fuzzy Dependency
A dependency, which is a relationship between a source class and a target class, denotes that the target class exists dependently on the source class. In addition, the dependency between the source class and the target class is only related to the classes themselves and does not require a set of instances for its meaning.
A fuzzy dependency relationship is a dependency relationship with a degree of possibility η as shown in Fig. 4 , which can be indicated explicitly by the designers or be implied implicitly by the source class based on the fact that the target class is decided by the source class. Fig. 4 shows a fuzzy dependency relationship, which is denoted by a dashed line with an arrowhead. It is clear that Employee Dependent is dependent on fuzzy class Employee with membership degree η ∈ [0, 1].
Fuzzy Association / Fuzzy Association Class
An association is a relation between the instances of two or more classes. Names of associations are unique in a fuzzy UML model. An association has a related association class that describes properties of the association. Three kinds of fuzziness can be identified in an association relationship:
• The association is fuzzy itself, it means that the association relationship fuzzily exists in n classes, namely, this association relationship occurs with a degree of possibility.
• The association is not fuzzy itself, i.e., it is known that the association relationship must occur in n classes. But it is not known for certain if n class instances (i.e., n objects) respectively belonging to the n classes have the given association relationship.
• The association is fuzzy caused by such fact that (1) and (2) occur in the association relationship simultaneously. A fuzzy association relationship is an association relationship with a degree of possibility. We introduce a symbol β, as shown in Fig. 5 , into a fuzzy UML model to denote the degree of possibility of a fuzzy association, and the calculating methods of β with respect to the three kinds of fuzziness above have been introduced in Ref. 33 . the association by a dashed-outline. Here:
• Date is an attribute of the association class Use, which describes the start date that an Old-Employee uses a New-Computer.
• The additional symbol β denotes the membership degree of the fuzzy association occurring in several classes as mentioned above.
• The participation of a class in a fuzzy association is called a role which has a unique name. For example, Uby and Uof in Fig. 5 .
• The cardinality constraint (m, n) on an association S specifies that each instance of the class C i can participate at least m times and at most n times to S. For example, in Fig. 5, (1, 1) and (1, 2) denote that each Old-Employee can use at least 1 and at most 2 New-Computers and each New-Computer can be used by exactly one Old-Employee.
The main notions of a fuzzy UML model are introduced above. Based on these notions, a complete formal definition and semantic interpretation method of fuzzy UML models will be proposed in Section 3. In the following section, some basic notions of fuzzy ontologies will be recalled in order to represent the fuzzy UML models above.
Fuzzy Ontologies
Ontologies, which enable formal, explicit and common descriptions of application domains, can be defined by ontology definition languages such as RDFS, OIL, DAML+OIL, or OWL 40 . . Further, fuzzy OWL has two types of syntactic form: the RDF/XML syntax and the frame-like style abstract syntax, and they are interchangeable. Moreover, fuzzy OWL DL is the language chosen by the major fuzzy ontology editors because it supports those users who want the maximum expressiveness without losing computational completeness and decidability of reasoning systems. Therefore, when we mention fuzzy OWL in this paper, we usually mean fuzzy OWL DL. Table 1 gives the fuzzy OWL abstract syntax, the respective fuzzy Description Logic syntax, and the semantics 41, 42 . The semantics for fuzzy OWL is based on the interpretation of f-SHION(D) 43 . In detail, the semantics is provided by a fuzzy interpretation FI = (Δ FI , A fuzzy ontology can be represented by fuzzy OWL language. In brief, a fuzzy OWL ontology is a set of fuzzy OWL axioms in Table 1 . 
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Formalizations of Fuzzy UML Models and Fuzzy Ontologies
In order to well establish correspondences between fuzzy UML models and fuzzy ontologies, it is necessary to give formalization methods of fuzzy UML models and fuzzy ontologies. In this section, we propose formal definitions and semantic interpretations of fuzzy UML models and fuzzy ontologies, respectively.
Formalization of Fuzzy UML Models
In this section we first propose a complete formal definition of fuzzy UML models, where both the structural and dynamic aspects of fuzzy UML models are considered, and the most important features of fuzzy UML models are included. Furthermore, we give the semantic interpretation of fuzzy UML models. Finally, an example of a full fuzzy UML model is provided.
Formal definition of fuzzy UML models
The fuzzy UML model is a fuzzy extension of the traditional UML model. Some notions of fuzzy UML models have been introduced in Refs. 30, 32, 33, 34, 35 , and 39, which differ in minor aspects in expressiveness and in notation. In this paper it is necessary for us to give a formalization of the fuzzy UML model which abstracts with respect to the most important features and allows us to develop the correspondence to the fuzzy ontology. In general, the most important features of fuzzy UML models are fuzzy object, fuzzy attribute, fuzzy class, fuzzy generalization, fuzzy aggregation, fuzzy dependency, and fuzzy association as mentioned in Section 2.2.
In the following we propose a complete formal definition of fuzzy UML models. Here, based on the definitions of fuzzy UML models 30, 35, 38 , we further consider both the structural and dynamic aspects of fuzzy UML models, and also add several new functions and redefine some components for capturing some important features of fuzzy UML models (see Definition 1 in detail).
Firstly, for two finite sets X and Y we call a function from a subset of X to Y an X-labeled tuple over Y. The labeled tuple T that maps x i ∈ X to y i ∈ Y, for i ∈ {1, …, k}, is denoted [x 1 : y 1 , …, x k : y k ]. We also write T[x i ] to denote y i . . The function ass F actually associates a set of roles to each fuzzy association, determining implicitly also the arity of the fuzzy association. We assume without loss of generality that: − Each role is specific to exactly one fuzzy association, i.e., for two fuzzy associations FS,
Definition 1 (fuzzy UML models).
that satisfies the following condition (where ℕ 0 denotes non-negative integers): for a fuzzy association FS ∈ FS F such that ass
The function card F is used to specify the cardinality constraints on the minimum and maximum number of times an object instance of a fuzzy class may participate in a fuzzy association via some role. If not stated otherwise, card min (FC i , FS, FR i ) is assumed to be 0 and card max (FC i , FS, FR i ) is assumed to be ∞.
The function mult F is used to specify multiplicities, i.e., constraints on the minimum and maximum number of values that an attribute of an object may have. In detail, for an attribute FA i ∈ FA F of type
is assumed to be 1 and mult max (FT i , FC, FA i ) is also assumed to be 1, i.e., the attribute is mandatory and single-valued.
• mult' F is a function from FC F × FC F to ℕ 0 × (ℕ 0 ∪ {∞}), which is used to specify multiplicities, i.e., constraints on the minimum and maximum number of times that an object instance of a constituent class may participate in a fuzzy aggregation. In detail, for a fuzzy aggregation agg
If not stated otherwise, mult' min (FC i , FC) is assumed to be 0 and mult' max (FC i , FC) is assumed to be ∞. From Definition 1, it is shown that the features of a fuzzy UML model mentioned in Section 2.2 can be represented in the formal definition. In the following section we give the semantics of fuzzy UML models.
Semantics of fuzzy UML models
In the following we give the semantic interpretation of fuzzy UML models. The semantics of a fuzzy UML model can be given by fuzzy object states (see Definition 2), i.e., by specifying which fuzzy object state is consistent with the information structure of the fuzzy UML model. Definition 2. A fuzzy object state FB with respect to a fuzzy UML model F UML is constituted by a nonempty finite set Δ FB , and a function • FB that maps:
FB , where FT F FB is a set of domains. For nonfuzzy attributes, each domain is associated with the basic types such as Integer, Real, and String; for fuzzy attributes, each fuzzy domain is a fuzzy set or a possibility distribution.
• Every fuzzy class FC ∈ FC F to a membership
That is, each fuzzy class FC is mapped into a possibility distribution {o 1 /u 1 , …, o n /u n }, where o i is an object identifier denoting a real world object belonging to FC, and each o i is associated with a membership degree u i denoting the object o i membership degree to the fuzzy class FC.
• Every fuzzy attribute FA ∈ FA F or FM F to a set 
FB ; if there are disjointness and completeness constraints, then it follows
FT 1 , …, FA n : FT n ], then for each instance c ∈ FC FB and for each i ∈ {1, …, n} the following holds: (i) there is at least one element a i ∈ FA i FB whose first component is c, and the second component of a i is an element
, where #{ }denotes the base of set { }.
• For each fuzzy aggregation FG ∈ FG F such that
where #{ }denotes the base of set { }.
• For each pair of fuzzy classes
An example of fuzzy UML model
In the following we provide an example of a full fuzzy UML model, which will be used to construct fuzzy ontology in the later sections. 
1). The detailed instruction is as follows:
• A fuzzy class is denoted by using a dashed-outline rectangle to differentiate a classical class, e.g., OldEmployee as shown in Fig. 6 . A fuzzy class may contain four parts, i.e., crisp attributes, fuzzy attributes, methods, or an additional attribute u as shown in Fig. 6 According to Definition 1, the formal syntax of the fuzzy UML model F UML1 in Fig. 6 is as follows: 
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Copyright: the authors Fig. 8 gives a fuzzy UML instantiation (i.e., object diagram) with respect to the fuzzy UML model F UML1 in Fig. 6 , which includes some objects and the detailed information of several objects only. Here:
• Employee is a generalization of classes YoungEmployee and Old-Employee with disjointness and completeness constraints as shown in Fig. 6 . Therefore, the union of object instances of two subclasses Young-Employee and Old-Employee completely covers the object instances of the superclass Employee, and the membership degree that any object belongs to the subclass must be less than or equal to the membership degree that it belongs to the superclass as shown in Fig. 8 .
• The attributes such as Age and Email are fuzzy, e.g., the age of Tom is represented by a possibility distribution: {51/0.7}.
• u = 0.6 denotes that the object o 1 ' belongs to the class Old-Employee with degree 0.6.
• β = 0.7 denotes that the object o 1 ' uses the object o 3 with degree 0.7. Here, the attribute Date of the association class Use is omitted.
As mentioned in Section 3.1.2, the semantics of a fuzzy UML model can be given by legal fuzzy object states. Based on the definition of semantics of fuzzy UML models in Section 3.1.2 and the fuzzy UML instantiation in Fig. 8 , now let us explain some conditions of the legal fuzzy object state for a fuzzy UML model using several elements of the fuzzy UML model F UML1 in Fig. 7 . With regard to the condition (1) 
FB , and this is consistent with the condition (6) in Definition 3. The other conditions of the legal fuzzy object state in Definition 3 can be illustrated analogously following the procedures above.
Formalization of Fuzzy Ontologies
In the following we give a formal definition of fuzzy ontologies for representing the constructed fuzzy ontology knowledge from fuzzy UML models, and the formal definition considers as many fuzzy ontology constructors as possible that usually mentioned in the literature.
A fuzzy ontology, which is simply an ontology that uses fuzzy logic to provide a natural representation of imprecise and uncertain knowledge, may be usually represented by fuzzy OWL language (a fuzzy extension of the standard Web Ontology Language OWL) as mentioned in Section 2. 23 , where C is a set of fuzzy concepts, R is a set of fuzzy relations between fuzzy concepts, T is a concept hierarchy, A is a set of non-taxonomic fuzzy associative relationships, and X is a set of fuzzy axioms), and these definitions do not allow other fuzzy elements than the explicitly , and these definitions are even more restrictive and are considered as the minimal extensions which are sufficient to cover some particular applications such as news summarization in Ref. 44 . As mentioned in the literature, we also understand that a universal fuzzy ontology definition which can be suitable for each application domain is difficult. All of the definitions above are not well-suited and not sufficient for representing both the structure and instance information of fuzzy UML models. Therefore, based on the existing definitions above, the following Definition 4 gives a formal definition of fuzzy OWL ontologies, which considers both the structure and instance information of fuzzy ontologies. Here, we want to stress out that we do not expect our fuzzy ontology definition to become a standard now, but it considers most of general and important features of fuzzy ontologies as usually mentioned in the literature.
Definition 4 (fuzzy OWL ontologies).
A fuzzy OWL ontology FO, which consists of the fuzzy ontology structure FO S and the fuzzy ontology instance FO I defined over FO S , can be defined as a tuple FO = (FO S , FO I ): Table 1 in Section 2.3): • FIID 0 is a set of individual identifiers;
• FAxiom 0 is a set of fuzzy individual axioms to represent the fuzzy ontology instance information.
In summary, a fuzzy OWL ontology FO includes two parts: the structure (a set of fuzzy class and property axioms defined over fuzzy class descriptions in Table 1 ) and the instance associated with the structure (a set of fuzzy individual axioms in Table 1 Based on the formalization of fuzzy UML models and fuzzy OWL ontologies above, in the following sections we study how to establish correspondences between the two knowledge representation models, i.e., how to construct fuzzy OWL ontologies from fuzzy UML models (see Section 4), and how to apply the constructed fuzzy OWL ontologies to reason on fuzzy UML models in a intelligent and automatic way (see Section 5).
Construction of Fuzzy OWL Ontologies from Fuzzy UML Models
This section proposes a formal approach and develops an automated tool for constructing fuzzy OWL ontologies from fuzzy UML models, including: (i) transforming a fuzzy UML model into fuzzy OWL ontology structure (see Section 4.1).
(ii) transforming a fuzzy UML instantiation (w.r.t. the fuzzy UML model) into fuzzy OWL ontology instance (w.r.t. the fuzzy OWL ontology structure) (see Section 4.2). The fuzzy ontology structure and instance form a target fuzzy OWL ontology; The correctness of the approach is proved and a transformation example is provided; (iii) implementing a prototype transformation tool called FUML2FOnto, which can construct fuzzy OWL ontologies from fuzzy UML models (see Section 4.3).
Transforming Fuzzy UML Model into Fuzzy OWL Ontology Structure
In the following, Definition 5 first proposes a formal approach for transforming a fuzzy UML model into the fuzzy OWL ontology structure. Then, Theorem 1 proves the correctness of the approach. Finally, we provide a transformation example. All of these will help to well understand how to construct fuzzy OWL ontologies from fuzzy UML models.
Giving a fuzzy UML model 
The fuzzy OWL ontology structure FO S = ϕ(F UML ) can be derived by transformation function ϕ as shown in Table 2 . Table 2 . Transforming rules from a fuzzy UML model to fuzzy OWL ontology structure. 
Creating a fuzzy class axiom:
Each fuzzy generalization ≼ F (FC 2 ) = FC 1 , where
Each fuzzy class hierarchy ≼ F (FC) = FC 1 × FC 2 ×…×FC n , i.e., a fuzzy class FC generalizing n fuzzy classes FC 1 , …, FC n with the optional disjointness and completeness constraints
Creating fuzzy class axioms:
If there are the disjointness and completeness constraints, then adding fuzzy class axioms: 
Each fuzzy dependency such that dep
As mentioned in Section 2.2, the dependency between FC 1 and FC 2 is only related to the classes themselves and does not require a set of instances for its meaning, and the current fuzzy OWL ontologies are not enough to support this type of property, which can be indicated explicitly by the designers.
Each pair of symbols x, y ∈ FC F ∪ FS F with x ≠ y and x ∈ FS F Creating a fuzzy class axiom: DisjointClasses ( ϕ(x), ϕ(y) ) .
Each fuzzy class FC
Here, f(P 1 , …, P m ) : R ∈ FM F is a method with m parameters P 1 , …, P m .
Class ( ϕ(FC f(P1, …, Pm) ) partial restriction (ϕ(r 1 ) someValuesFrom (owl:Thing) Cardinality(1)) … restriction (ϕ(r m+1 ) someValuesFrom (owl:Thing) Cardinality(1)) ) ; Class ( ϕ(FC f(P1, …, Pm) ) partial restriction (ϕ(r 2 ) allValuesFrom (ϕ(P 1 ))) … restriction (ϕ(r m+1 ) allValuesFrom (ϕ(P m ))) ) ; Class ( ϕ(FC) partial restriction (inverseOf(ϕ(r 1 )) allValuesFrom (unionOf (complementOf (ϕ(C f(P1, …, Pm) )) restriction (ϕ(r m+2 ) allValuesFrom (ϕ(R)))))) ). Note that: The first axiom states that each instance of ϕ(FC f(P1, …, Pm) ), representing a tuple, correctly is connected to exactly one object for each of r 1 ,…r m+1 ; The other two axioms impose the correct typing of parameters and of the return value.
Each fuzzy association FS
Here, 
. Moreover, according to Definition 2, it is shown that each fuzzy attribute FA ∈ FA F is mapped into a set, i.e., FA
FB , and based on the above statements, there is at least one <c, t i > ∈ a i , i.e., FA i
. That is, α F (FB) satisfies the corresponding axioms of the fuzzy class att F (FC) in Definition 5.
Case 4: If x, y ∈ FC F ∪ FS F with x ≠ y and x ∈ FS F . Firstly, according to Definition 1, the various basic domains are pairwise disjoint and disjoint from Δ FB and from the set of labeled tuples. Then, we know that labeled tuples corresponding to different associations cannot be equal since they are defined over different sets of roles. That is, α F (FB) satisfies the corresponding axioms of this case in Definition 5. 
Since v i = invof_ϕ(FR i ) denotes an inverse property of the fuzzy object property ϕ(FR i ), i.e., 
That is, α F (FB) satisfies the corresponding axioms of the fuzzy association ass F (FS) in Definition 5.
The other cases in the first part of Theorem 1 such as methods and aggregations can be proved analogously, where the methods are included in the case 3 above, and the aggregations are a particular kind of binary associations and can be proved similarly with the case 4 above. Moreover, the two parts of Theorem 1 are a mutually inverse process, and the proof of the second part of Theorem 1, which can be treated analogously according to the first part above, is omitted here. □ In the following, we further illustrate the transformation in Definition 5 with Example 1. Example 1. Given the fuzzy UML model F UML1 in Fig. 6 , by Definition 5, we can obtain the corresponding fuzzy OWL ontology structure FO S = ϕ(F UML1 ) in Fig.  9 . 
Transforming Fuzzy UML Instantiations into Fuzzy Ontology Instances
Based on the structure transformation in Section 4.1, in this section we further propose an approach for transforming the fuzzy UML instantiations into the fuzzy OWL ontology instances at instance level. Firstly, let us briefly sketch the representation forms of instances in fuzzy OWL ontologies and fuzzy UML models.
In a fuzzy OWL ontology, the instances are represented by the fuzzy individual axioms (see Table  1 ): In a fuzzy UML model, as mentioned in Sections 2.2 and 3.1, it is shown that the fuzziness may occur at several different levels:
• The first level is the attribute level. In a class of a fuzzy UML model, each attribute is associated with a type (called the domain of an attribute), and an attribute may be one of the following two cases: − A non-fuzzy attribute, its domain may be a simple/basic type (such as integer, real and string) or a complex type (such as set type and object type). − A fuzzy attribute, it domain is a fuzzy-typebased type. Only fuzzy attributes have fuzzy types and fuzzy attributes are explicitly indicated in a class definition (e.g., a fuzzy keyword FUZZY is appeared on the front of attributes indicating they are fuzzy attributes). A fuzzy domain of a fuzzy attribute may be a set of possibility distributions or a set of fuzzy linguistic terms (each fuzzy linguistic term is associated with a membership function over a basic type). For example, the domain of an attribute Age may be a crisp set of integers, a set of possibility distributions over the basic type integers, or a set of fuzzy linguistic terms over the basic type integers such as {young, old}.
• The second level is the object/class level, i.e., an object belongs to a class with a membership degree of [0, 1]. An additional attribute u ∈ [0, 1] is introduced into a class to represent the membership degree of an object to the class.
• The third level is the class/class level, such as the fuzziness in a subclass/superclass relationship or the fuzziness in two classes with an association relationship as mentioned in Sections 2.2 and 3.1, and these kinds of fuzziness may be represented by the fuzziness in the first two levels above. For example, in a subclass/superclass relationship, the membership degree that any object belongs to the subclass is less than or equal to the membership degree that it belongs to the superclass. Therefore, fuzzy subclass/superclass relationships in a fuzzy UML model can be assessed by utilizing the inclusion degree of objects to the class in the second level above. Based on the discussion about fuzzy UML models above and Sections 2.2 and 3.1, a fuzzy UML instantiation with respect to a fuzzy UML model, which describes the real world by means of objects, values, and their mutual relationships, can be considered as a finite set of assertions. The assertion formalisms of a fuzzy UML instantiation (i.e., a set of object instances) with respect to a fuzzy UML model include:
• The assertion of the form FO: FC: u, which denotes that a fuzzy object FO is an instance of a fuzzy class FC with membership degree of u ∈ [0, 1].
• Definition 2) . Here, since the value of an attribute FA i may be a possibility distribution, for simplicity, FV i : n i only denotes one element of the possibility distribution.
• Since the fuzziness in the third level above in a fuzzy UML model can be assessed by the other two levels as mentioned above, the assertion formalisms of the fuzziness in the third level may be repressed by the above assertion formalisms. On this basis, Definition 6 gives a transformation approach from fuzzy UML instantiations with respect to fuzzy UML models to fuzzy OWL ontology instances.
Definition 6 (Instance transformation). Given a fuzzy UML instantiation (i.e., a set of object instances) w.r.t. a fuzzy UML model, the corresponding fuzzy OWL ontology instances (w.r.t. the fuzzy ontology structure in Definition 5) can be derived as the rules in Table 3 :
In the following, we illustrate the transformation procedure in Definition 6 with Example 2.
Example 2. Given the fuzzy UML instantiation in Fig. 8 (w.r.t . the fuzzy UML model in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7) , the transformed fuzzy ontology instance (w.r.t. the fuzzy ontology structure in Fig. 9 ) is shown in Fig. 10 . The fuzzy ontology structure in Fig. 9 and the instance in Fig. 10 form a target fuzzy ontology. The fuzzy OWL ontology instance FO I = (FID 0 , FAxiom 0 ) derived from the fuzzy UML instantiation in Fig. 8 A fuzzy individual axioms: Based on the proposed approaches in the previous sections, a fuzzy UML model including its structure and instance information can be transformed into a fuzzy OWL ontology. In the following section we further develop a prototype tool to construct fuzzy OWL ontologies from fuzzy UML models.
Prototype Construction Tool
In this section, following the proposed approaches in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, we developed a prototype tool called FUML2FOnto, which can read in an XML-coded fuzzy UML model created with a CASE tool PowerDesigner and automatically construct fuzzy OWL ontologies from fuzzy UML models. In the following we briefly introduce the design and implementation of the prototype tool FUML2FOnto.
The implementation of FUML2FOnto is based on Java 2 JDK 1.6 platform, and the Graphical User Interface is exploited by using the java.awt and javax.swing packages. In our implementation, the XMI file of the fuzzy UML model is parsed by the DOM API for Java to construct an in-memory document representation (tree structure). Java methods are used to extract fuzzy UML model data from the tree structure; the extracted data are stored as in-memory data in Java classes and simultaneously displayed on the tool screen. Then the in-memory data are used by Java methods to perform the transformation from the fuzzy UML model to the fuzzy OWL ontology. The resulting ontology is saved as text files and displayed simultaneously on the tool screen. The overall architecture of FUML2FOnto is shown in Fig. 11 .
From Fig. 11 , FUML2FOnto includes four main modules, i.e., input module, parsing module, transformation module, and output module:
• The input module inputs an XML-coded fuzzy UML model created with a CASE tool PowerDesigner. It should be noted that some features of a fuzzy UML model (such as the disjointness and completeness constraints in a fuzzy hierarchy and the fuzzy dependency as introduced in Sections 2.2 and 3.1) cannot be supported by the CASE tool, and they need to be added by the designers by hand;
• The parsing module uses the regular expression to parse the fuzzy UML model file, and stores the parsed results as Java ArrayList classes, where fuzzy UML classes, attributes, and so on are identified;
• The transformation module transforms the parsed results of the fuzzy UML model into the fuzzy OWL ontology structure and instance according to the proposed approaches in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. where the instance transformation is based on the structure transformation;
• The output module produces the resulting fuzzy OWL ontology which is saved as a text file and displayed on the tool screen as will be shown in Fig.  12 .
In the following we provide an example of FUML2FOnto to show that the proposed approach is feasible and the implemented tool is efficient. As shown in Section 3.1, a fuzzy UML model F UML1 modeling the situation at a company (including the structure information in Fig. 6 and the instance information in Fig.  8 ) is provided, and the fuzzy UML model F UML1 is transformed into a fuzzy OWL ontology by FUML2FOnto. Fig. 12 shows the screen snapshot of FUML2FOnto, which displays the transformations from the fuzzy UML model (Fig. 6 ) and the corresponding fuzzy UML instantiation (Fig. 8) to the fuzzy OWL ontology structure (Fig. 9 ) and the fuzzy OWL ontology instance (Fig. 10) . In Fig. 12 , the XML-coded fuzzy UML model file, the parsed results, and the constructed fuzzy OWL ontology are displayed in the left, middle and right areas, respectively. Based on the tool FUML2FOnto, a fuzzy OWL ontology can be constructed from a fuzzy UML model. Now let us analyze the time complexity of the construction process by measuring the amount of work done by the tool. Here we consider the transformation operations and ignore the preprocessing operations (i.e., fuzzy UML model parsing and element extraction as mentioned in the overall architecture of FUML2FOnto above). That is to say, we exclude the amount of work done by an XML parser (e.g., the DOM API for Java in our implementation) that parses the fuzzy UML model (i.e., an XMI-coded file) and prepares the element data in computer memory for the usage in the transformation procedure. Moreover, since the transformation from fuzzy UML symbols to fuzzy OWL ontology identifiers can be simultaneously made as sub-operations in creating the fuzzy OWL ontology axioms as shown in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, we can ignore the amount of work done in the symbol-to-identifier transformation and consider only the creation of axioms to be the main operation of the tool FUML2FOnto. On this basis, we now could measure the amount of work done by the tool FUML2FOnto by roughly counting the total number of operations for axiom creation in the construction procedure proposed in our approach (see Definitions 5 and 6 in Sections 4.1 and 4.2).
Given a fuzzy UML model classes, fuzzy attributes, fuzzy associations, fuzzy roles, fuzzy hierarchies, fuzzy aggregations and object instances, respectively (note that the fuzzy dependency in a fuzzy UML model is omitted here since it cannot be represented by fuzzy OWL ontology and needs to be indicated explicitly by the designers as mentioned in Section 4.1). Then, from the construction procedure proposed in our approach (see Definitions 5 and 6 in Sections 4.1 and 4.2), it is shown that the executing times of creating the corresponding axioms of the case att F (FC) is N FC + 2N FA at most (where N FC includes fuzzy classes and fuzzy association classes, and N FA includes attributes and methods), the case of fuzzy association ass F (FS) is N FS + 5N FR , the case of fuzzy class hierarchy ≼ F (FC) is 2N FH , the case of fuzzy aggregation agg F (FG) is 2N FG , the case of DislointClasses(ϕ(x), ϕ(y)) in Table 2 So far, on the basis of the proposed approach and the implemented tool, fuzzy OWL ontologies can be constructed from fuzzy UML models. The correctness of our proposed construction approach has been formally proved in the previous section 4.1. In this section, we developed the tool FUML2FOnto to demonstrate that the approach actually works. In summary, from the proposed approach and tool above, it is shown that two main steps need to be carried out when constructing a fuzzy OWL ontology from a fuzzy UML model, i.e., transforming the fuzzy UML model into the fuzzy OWL ontology at structure level and transforming the object instance w.r.t. the fuzzy UML model into the fuzzy OWL ontology at instance level. Therefore, the correctness of the resulting fuzzy OWL ontology is decided by the respective correctness of two steps above. For the first step, the transformation rules at structure level (see Definition 5) can transform all the elements of the fuzzy UML model (including fuzzy classes FC F , fuzzy attributes FA F , and so on) into fuzzy OWL ontology identifiers, and induce a set of fuzzy class and property axioms from the constraints of the fuzzy UML model (including fuzzy hierarchies, fuzzy 
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Copyright: the authorsaggregations, fuzzy associations, and so on). The correctness of the transformation above has been sanctioned by the theorem 1. For the second step, the transformation at instance level from the object instance w.r.t. the fuzzy UML model into the fuzzy OWL ontology instance is established based on the transformation at structure level in the first step. Based on the constructed fuzzy OWL ontology identifiers and axioms in the first step, the transformation rules at instance level (see Definition 6) can further map the objects to their corresponding fuzzy classes and map the attributes of the objects to their corresponding values. The correctness of the transformation at instance level can be ensured by the correctness of the transformation at structure level in the first step. Moreover, we also provide an example (including examples 1 and 2 in Sections 4.1 and 4.2) to show that the approach is validated and verified, and the example is tested by the tool FUML2FOnto, where the example 1 can construct the fuzzy OWL ontology structure FO S (i.e., identifiers and fuzzy class/property axioms in Fig. 9 ) from the fuzzy UML model F UML1 in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , and then the example 2 can further construct the fuzzy OWL ontology instance FO I (i.e., fuzzy individual axioms in Fig. 10 ) from the object instance in Fig. 8 w.r.t. the fuzzy UML model F UML1 . Finally, two parts FO S and FO I form a target fuzzy OWL ontology. After constructing a fuzzy OWL ontology from a fuzzy UML model on the basis of the previous work, this means that the information in a fuzzy UML model may be represented using a knowledge representation technique. As a result, reasoning of fuzzy UML models may be handled using the common fuzzy ontology technique in an intelligent and automatic way. For example, using conventional techniques in reasoning on fuzzy UML models would mean to manually check the reasoning tasks of fuzzy UML models (e.g., whether a fuzzy class in a fuzzy UML model is satisfiable or whether there is redundancy in a fuzzy UML model). Using knowledge representation techniques such as fuzzy ontology, the tasks of checking the reasoning problems of fuzzy UML models may be done automatically, which may help to improve the ability of reasoning on fuzzy UML models.
Therefore, to demonstrate the constructed fuzzy OWL ontologies may be useful for reasoning on fuzzy UML models, in the following section we will focus on investigating how to reason on fuzzy UML models based on the constructed fuzzy OWL ontologies.
Reasoning on Fuzzy UML Models with the Constructed Fuzzy OWL Ontologies
As mentioned in Section 1 and the end of Section 4.3, the approach of constructing fuzzy OWL ontologies from fuzzy UML models may facilitate the fuzzy ontology development. Also, the constructed fuzzy OWL ontologies may be useful for reasoning on fuzzy UML models. Therefore, after representing a fuzzy UML model in a fuzzy OWL ontology in the previous sections of this paper, maybe it is convenient and worth it investigating how to reason on fuzzy UML models based on the constructed fuzzy OWL ontologies. In this section, to demonstrate the constructed fuzzy OWL ontologies may be useful for reasoning on fuzzy UML models, based on the initial idea in Ref. 30 , we investigate how to reason on fuzzy UML models based on the constructed fuzzy OWL ontologies in depth, including:
• we first introduce the motivation of reasoning on fuzzy UML models with the constructed fuzzy OWL ontologies in detail;
• we give formal definitions of the familiar reasoning tasks of fuzzy UML models, where several reasoning problems are added and some reasoning problems are redefined and studied in depth;
• we reduce reasoning on fuzzy UML models to reasoning on the constructed fuzzy OWL ontologies, and give the proofs of correctness of the reduction methods. By reducing, the reasoning tasks of fuzzy UML models may be done by checking the reasoning problems of fuzzy OWL ontologies. Further, the reasoning problems of fuzzy OWL ontologies can be automatically checked by means of the existing fuzzy ontology reasoner DeLorean 48 .
The Motivation of Reasoning on Fuzzy UML Models with the Constructed Fuzzy OWL Ontologies
In the following we give a brief example of reasoning on fuzzy UML models, which can more directly illustrate that: (i) some reasoning tasks may usually occur in the fuzzy UML modeling activities; (ii) it is possible and meaningful to reason on fuzzy UML models with the constructed fuzzy OWL ontologies.
Example 3. Fig. 13 shows a simple fuzzy UML model F UML2 and its corresponding object instances (part of classes and object instances). Here, as mentioned in Sections 2.2 and 3.1: (i) denotes the generalization relationship between fuzzy classes; (ii) disjointness and completeness constraints denote that two fuzzy classes Young-Employee and Old-Employee are disjoint and the union of them completely covers the superclass Employee. There are unsatisfiability and redundancy in the fuzzy UML model F UML2 since the following reasons:
• Since Old-Employee and Young-Employee are disjoint, i.e., there is no instance which belongs to the two classes, we have {o 1 /0, o 2 /0} ∈ OldEmployee.
• Since Young-Employee is a subclass of OldEmployee, i.e., for any object, the membership degree that it belongs to the subclass YoungEmployee is less than or equal to the membership degree that it belongs to the superclass OldEmployee, we have {o 1 
is shown from (a)-(b) that the two instance sets of
Old-Employee are conflictive. Therefore, we know that the instance set of Young-Employee is an empty set, because the empty set is the only set that can be at the same time disjoint from and contained in the class Old-Employee. That is, Young-Employee is unsatisfiable since it is an empty class.
• Since Young-Employee is an empty class, and
Employee is the union of Young-Employee and OldEmployee, we know that Employee is equivalent to Old-Employee, i.e., there is redundancy in the fuzzy UML model.
• The above cases may result in that other undesirable problems occur in a more complete fuzzy UML model.
All the reasoning problems mentioned above may occur in the fuzzy UML modeling activities, and the burden of checking these problems is left to the designers, which is a complex and time-consuming task and may have some disadvantages such as a low reasoning efficiency and reliability. Therefore, it would be highly desirable to improve the ability of reasoning on fuzzy UML models. Based on the previous sections of this paper, a fuzzy UML model can be transformed into a fuzzy OWL ontology, and in the following we further make an attempt to resolve the problem of reasoning on fuzzy UML models by means of the reasoning mechanism of the constructed fuzzy OWL ontologies.
The Reasoning Problems of Fuzzy UML Models
Generally speaking, the familiar reasoning problems of fuzzy UML models include consistency, satisfiability, subsumption, and redundancy. Based on Refs. 30, 38, in the following we give formal definitions of the reasoning problems above in more detail, where some reasoning problems (such as consistency, satisfiability and redundancy) are redefined and studied in depth. Definition 7 (consistency of fuzzy UML models). As shown in Section 3.1, a fuzzy UML model may contain its structure information and its instance information (see Fig. 6 and Fig. 8) . A fuzzy UML model is consistent, if the set of object instances satisfies all the constraints of the structure information.
In particular, when no object instance exists, the consistency problem of the fuzzy UML model above is reduced to the satisfiability problem of the fuzzy UML model in Definition 8.
Definition 8 (satisfiability of fuzzy UML models). When there are not object instances in a fuzzy UML model, the fuzzy UML model is satisfiable, if it admits at least one fuzzy UML instantiation (i.e., a set of object instances).
If a fuzzy UML model is not satisfiable, the classes altogether are contradictory, i.e., it does not allow that any class can be populated without violating any of the requirements imposed by the structure information of the fuzzy UML model. This may be due to a design error or over-constraining.
Definition 9 (satisfiability of fuzzy classes). A fuzzy class FC ∈ FC F in a fuzzy UML model F UML is satisfiable, if there is at least one fuzzy object A fuzzy class FC in a fuzzy UML model F UML is satisfiability, i.e., F UML admits a fuzzy object state in which FC has a non-empty set of objects. An unsatisfiable fuzzy class weakens the understandability of a fuzzy UML model, since the fuzzy class stands for an empty class, and thus, at the very least, it is inappropriately named. In this case, designers should modify or delete the fuzzy class to increase understandability.
Definition 10 (subsumption of fuzzy classes). Given two fuzzy classes FC 1 Definition 10 denotes that a fuzzy class FC 1 is a subclass of another fuzzy class FC 2 if, for any object, the membership degree of it to FC 1 is less than or equal to the membership degree of it to FC 2 . The class subsumption is the basis for a classification of all the classes in a fuzzy UML model.
Definition 11 (redundancy of fuzzy UML models).
A fuzzy UML model is redundant, if there is some class standing for an empty class, i.e., it is inappropriately named; or there are two equivalent fuzzy classes.
In Definition 11, firstly, there is some class standing for an empty class, i.e., there is some unsatisfiable fuzzy class (see Definition 9) . Secondly, we need to introduce the notion of equivalent fuzzy classes. As we have known, in the classical UML model, two classes are equivalent if they denote the same set of object instances. In a fuzzy UML model, however, an object may belong to a fuzzy class with membership degree of [0, 1], and thus two fuzzy classes may have same objects with same/different membership degrees. In this case, the notion of equivalent classes should be extended under fuzzy environment as follows.
In a fuzzy UML model, we said that a fuzzy class FC 1 is equivalent to another fuzzy class FC 2 , if at least one of the following conditions is satisfied: (i) two fuzzy classes have same objects with same membership degrees; (ii) two fuzzy classes do not have subclass/superclass relationship but they have same objects with different membership degrees. Note that, for case (i), when two fuzzy classes have same objects with same membership degrees, the two fuzzy classes are strictly equivalent. In this case, one of the fuzzy classes can be removed and replaced by another. For case (ii), let FC 1 and FC 2 be two fuzzy classes, and assume that there is an object FO belonging to the two fuzzy classes with different membership degrees u FC1 (FO) ∈ (0, 1] and u FC2 (FO) ∈ (0, 1]. At this moment, which one in FC 1 and FC 2 is the class of object FO depends on the following cases: if u FC1 (FO) > u FC2 (FO), then FC 1 is considered as the class of object FO and we say FC 1 fuzzily includes FC 2 , else FC 2 is considered as the class of object FO and we say FC 2 fuzzily includes FC 1 . Correspondingly, the fuzzy class which is included by another fuzzy class is removed, and the fuzzy class which includes the removed fuzzy class is retained.
The reasoning problems mentioned in Definitions 7-11 may occur in the fuzzy UML modeling activities, and the following section will study how to reason on these problems of fuzzy UML models by means of the reasoning mechanism of the constructed fuzzy OWL ontologies.
Reasoning on Fuzzy UML Models with the Constructed Fuzzy OWL Ontologies
After transforming a fuzzy UML model into a fuzzy OWL ontology based on the previous sections, the following theorems allow us to reduce reasoning on the fuzzy UML model to reasoning on the fuzzy OWL ontology, so that the reasoning problems of the fuzzy UML model mentioned in Section 5.2 may be checked through the reasoning mechanism of the constructed fuzzy OWL ontology. Theorem 2 (consistency of fuzzy UML models). Given a fuzzy UML model F UML , and φ(F UML ) is the constructed fuzzy OWL ontology according to the proposed approach in Section 4. The fuzzy UML model F UML is consistent iff φ(F UML ) is consistent, i.e., the fuzzy OWL ontology instance is consistent w.r.t. the fuzzy OWL ontology structure.
Based on Definitions 7 and 8, when there are not object instances in a fuzzy UML model (i.e., the constructed fuzzy OWL ontology contains only the fuzzy OWL ontology structure), the consistency problem of the fuzzy UML model (Theorem 2) will be reduced to the satisfiability problem of the fuzzy UML model (see Theorem 3) .
Theorem 3 (satisfiability of fuzzy UML models). Given a fuzzy UML model F UML (only contains the structure information), and ϕ(F UML ) is the constructed fuzzy OWL ontology according to the proposed approach in Section 4. F UML is satisfiable iff ϕ(F UML ) is satisfiable, i.e., there is a fuzzy interpretation FI which is a model of ϕ(F UML ).
Theorems 2 and 3 are the straightforward consequences of Definitions 7 and 8, and thus their proofs are omitted here.
Theorem 4 (satisfiability of fuzzy classes). Given a fuzzy UML model F UML , ϕ(F UML ) is the constructed fuzzy OWL ontology according to the proposed approach in Section 4, and FC is a fuzzy class in 
, and ϕ(FC 1 ) and ϕ(FC 2 ) contain same individuals.
Note that, as mentioned in Definition 11, a fuzzy UML model is redundant, if there is some class standing for an empty class or there are two equivalent fuzzy classes. Firstly, for the first condition, a class is an empty class, i.e., the class is unsatisfiable, which can be reasoned by checking whether ϕ(F UML ) ⊨ ϕ(FC) ⊑ ⊥ according to Theorem 4. Secondly, for the second condition, which can be partitioned into the following two cases: (a) when two fuzzy classes have same individuals with same membership degrees, the equivalence problem of fuzzy classes can be reasoned by checking whether ϕ(
in Theorem 5; (b) when two fuzzy classes do not have subclass/superclass relationship but they have same objects with different membership degrees, it cannot be handled directly by checking whether ϕ(F UML ) ⊨ ϕ(FC 1 ) ≡ ϕ(FC 2 ). In this case, the constraint that two fuzzy classes do not have subclass/superclass relationship can be reasoned by checking whether ϕ(F UML ) ⊭ ϕ(FC 1 ) ⊑ ϕ(FC 2 ) and ϕ(F UML ) ⊭ ϕ(FC 2 ) ⊑ ϕ(FC 1 ) in Theorem 5. Furthermore, whether two fuzzy classes contain same objects can be done by detecting whether ϕ(FC 1 ) and ϕ(FC 2 ) have the same individuals, which can be checked by the retrieval reasoning service of fuzzy ontologies 48 . Theorem 6 is the straightforward consequence of Definition 11, and the proof is hereby omitted here.
In summary, Fig. 14 describes the process of reasoning on the fuzzy UML model F UML1 in Section 3.1.3 based on the approaches proposed in the previous sections of this paper:
• Firstly, according to the construction approach of fuzzy OWL ontologies proposed in Section 4, the fuzzy UML model F UML1 and its instantiation (see Section 3.1.3) can be transformed into the fuzzy OWL ontology ϕ(F UML1 ) as have been shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. • Then, based on the reasoning reduction approaches in this section, the reasoning tasks of the fuzzy UML model F UML1 (e.g., consistency, satisfiability, subsumption, and redundancy as mentioned in Section 5.2) may be checked by detecting the reasoning problems of the constructed fuzzy OWL ontology ϕ(F UML1 ). Finally, reasoning on the fuzzy OWL ontology ϕ(F UML1 ) can be automatically handled by means of the existing fuzzy ontology reasoner DeLorean 48 . So far, based on the previous sections, it is possible to establish the correspondences between fuzzy UML models and fuzzy ontologies:
• Based on Section 3, fuzzy UML models and fuzzy ontologies can be represented and interpreted by their respective formal definitions and semantic interpretation methods;
• On the basis of the formal definitions above and Section 4, fuzzy ontologies can be constructed from fuzzy UML models, i.e., fuzzy UML models (including the structure and instance information) can be transformed into the corresponding fuzzy ontologies. Constructing fuzzy ontologies from fuzzy UML models may facilitate the development of the Semantic Web fuzzy ontologies.
• After constructing fuzzy ontologies from fuzzy UML models, the constructed fuzzy ontologies may be useful for reasoning on fuzzy UML models as shown in Section 5. By reducing the reasoning tasks of a fuzzy UML model to the reasoning problems of the constructed fuzzy ontology, the reasoning tasks of the fuzzy UML model may be checked by detecting automatically the reasoning problems of the constructed fuzzy ontology by means of the existing fuzzy ontology reasoner DeLorean 48 .
Related Work
How to construct classical/fuzzy ontologies has become a key technology to enable the Semantic Web, and kinds of methods and tools were developed to construct crisp/fuzzy ontologies. The following categories of approaches are related to our work according to their focuses, including classical ontology construction, fuzzy Reasoner
DeLorean
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The fuzzy OWL ontology ϕ(F UML1 ) constructed from the fuzzy UML model F UML1 (see Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 Regarding how to construct classical ontologies, Table 4 shows some approaches for constructing ontologies from various data sources, including UML model. It should be noted that Table 4 does not cover all publications in the research area. For a comprehensive review of ontology construction, please refer to Refs. 4, 49, and 50. Moreover, less research on how to reason on UML models with the Semantic Web knowledge representation techniques, especially ontologies, has been done. There are several works 51, 52 establishing correspondences between UML models and description logics. However, the above research works were not sufficient for handling imprecise and uncertain information that is commonly found in real-world applications.
(ii) How to represent imprecise and uncertain information in UML models and ontologies: Regarding how to modeling imprecise and uncertain information in UML models, several works have been done in extending UML models based on the fuzzy set theory 32, 33, 34, 35, 39, 59 . How to apply fuzzy UML for uncertain systems modeling is investigated 32, 59 . Without including formal representations, different levels of fuzziness were introduced into the UML model in Refs. 33, 34 and the mappings of the fuzzy UML model into the fuzzy XML model and the fuzzy relational schema were hereby developed. An approach for mapping activity diagram in fuzzy UML to fuzzy Petri net was presented 35 . How to integrate the fuzziness into the fuzzy UML model was investigated 39 . Regarding the requirement of constructing fuzzy ontologies, some efforts have been made to construct fuzzy ontologies from various data sources. Here, we first briefly summarize some work about the construction of fuzzy ontologies from data sources such as fuzzy narrower term relations and fuzzy context. Then, we introduce several approaches for constructing fuzzy ontologies from fuzzy database models. Finally, we introduce the most similar work in Ref. 30 and provide detailed comparisons between it and our work.
In order to construct fuzzy ontologies from some data sources, Widyantoro 29 described a PASS (Personalized Abstract Search Services) system and an automatic technique to build a fuzzy ontology of term associations for query refinement in the system, where the fuzzy ontology construction is grouped into two stages. The first stage is to create a full ontology from fuzzy narrower term relations, and the full fuzzy ontology is then pruned by eliminating unnecessary relations in the second stage. Quan 28 an approach for automatic generation of a fuzzy ontology, where the approach gave the mapping steps for translating the fuzzy lattice generated by Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) theory into an OWL based ontology. Moreover, Gu 61 proposed a reasoning-enabled general fuzzy ontology based on the observation that three general fuzzy relations (i.e., fuzzy instance relation, fuzzy concept relation, and fuzzy concept base relation) exist widely among the real world, and also introduced a reference process for building these general fuzzy relations in fuzzy ontology applications. 30 , this paper well introduces the motivation of reasoning on fuzzy UML models with the constructed fuzzy ontologies, gives the complete formal definitions of reasoning problems of fuzzy UML models (where several reasoning problems are added and some reasoning problems are redefined and studied in depth), and proposes the reasoning methods and gives the proofs of correctness of the reasoning methods (see Section 5 in this paper). Based on the observations above, so far, to our best knowledge, there is no complete report on constructing fuzzy ontologies from fuzzy UML models and reasoning on fuzzy UML models with the constructed fuzzy ontologies.
Conclusions
We proposed a formal approach and developed an automated tool for constructing fuzzy ontologies from fuzzy UML models, and further studied how the constructed fuzzy ontologies may be useful for reasoning on fuzzy UML models. Firstly, a complete formal definition of fuzzy UML models was proposed. Then, we proposed an approach for constructing fuzzy ontologies from fuzzy UML models, i.e., transforming fuzzy UML models (including the structure and instance information of fuzzy UML models) into fuzzy ontologies. Furthermore, following the proposed approach, we implemented a prototype transformation tool FUML2FOnto, which can automatically construct fuzzy ontologies from fuzzy UML models. Finally, how to reason on fuzzy UML models based on the constructed fuzzy ontologies was investigated, and it turned out that the reasoning tasks of fuzzy UML models can be checked by the reasoning mechanism of the fuzzy ontologies.
Summarizing, given a fuzzy UML model represented in the form of Definition 1, it can be transformed into a fuzzy ontology based on the proposed approach in the paper. Further, the constructed fuzzy ontology may be used to reason on the fuzzy UML model by means of the reasoning mechanism of the fuzzy ontology. It should be noted that, although several works investigated fuzzy UML models by considering different features of fuzzy UML models, there is not a standard definition of fuzzy UML models. We do not expect our definition of fuzzy UML models to become a standard now, but it considers most of general and important features of fuzzy UML models as usually mentioned in the literature. The formalization in fuzzy ontologies of fuzzy UML models may facilitate the development of the Semantic Web fuzzy ontologies and also be considered as the basic steps towards developing intelligent systems that provide computeraided support to reason on fuzzy UML models.
As far as future work, we intend to test and evaluate the construction approach and tool with more and complex examples. Also, we aim at developing other approaches of constructing classical/fuzzy ontologies, such as constructing fuzzy ontologies from fuzzy object-relational database models 65 .
